
Lucy Heartfila Erza “Bad Ass”
Scarlet

Gray Fullbuster Natsu Dragneel

Lucy’s Cleavage Fairy Tail Juvia’s stalker
shrine of Gray

Master Makura

Laxus Lissiana
isn’t dead yet

Happy Flying red doggy The only two
characters that
actually died in
Fairy Tail

The curse of the
moon!

Juvia Lockser Wendy Marvell Carla

Carla’s verbal
abuse

Hibiki using his
achieve magic to
look up porn

Virgo’s
punishment
games

Blue Pegasus



Gray Fullbuster’s
abs

Natsu Dragneel’s
abs

Stealing Gray’s
underwear

Stealing Lucy’s
panties only to
realize they
belonged to
Master Bob

The strongest
team

Jellal Fernandes Trying not to
laugh when you
found out Jellal’s
last name is
Fernandes

Nastu X Gray

The Trimens The Trimens Host
club

Sorcerer Weekly Plue

Erza’s acting
skills

Erza as a Playboy
bunny

Shadow Gear Lucy’s whip

Erza’s wedding
dress

Erza’s wrath Erza’s Queen
Titania Armor

RE-QUIP!



Gray strip teasing
randomly

Virgo Aries Gemini

Loke Aquarius Cancer (the spirit
not the illness)

Taurus

Sagittarius Scorpio Master Bob Ichiya Kotobuki

Ichiya and Erza
doing the kame
sutra

Ice Make Cock! Raper Magic Maker Magic

Dragon Slayer
Magic

Celestial Wizards Fire Dragon
ROAR!

When Lucy finally
falls into the river



Entering Lucy into
a wet t-shirt
contest

Destroying a town
to save it

Gajeel Redfox Panther Lily

Disappointing
Mira
transformations

Slipping in
Natsu’s motion
sickness vomit

When Cana has a
hangover

Lamia Scale

Natsu and Lucy in
matching outfits

Fire Dragon
RAPE!

The fire dragon
Igneel

Dark wizard Zeref

Being possessed
by Zeref to grope
all of the Fairy Tail
women

Mystogan Mystogan’s
sleeping spell

Boring Magic
Council Meetings

Fried’s obsession
with Laxus

Gray like’s his on
the rocks

Magnolia The crazy people
who choose to
live next door to
the Fairy Tail
Guild



After accepting a
job ____ has
switched bodies
with _____.

PICK 2

Ice Make_____! To win Gray’s
love, Juvia will
_____.

If I was a wizard I
would use ______
magic to ____.

PICK 2

Name a Dark
Guild no one
cares about.

Nastu eats _____
to him the power
to defeat bad
guys.

I am the ______
dragon slayer! I
eat ____ to use
my ___ magic.

PICK 3

DRAW 2

Erza’s newest re-
quip form is
_____.

Fairy Tail is a
guild where
wizards work
together and ___.

Instead of
vehicles, Natsu’s
weakness is ____.

I ship _____ with
____ because
they’re so hot
together.

PICK 2

Lucy uses _____
to summon her
powerful ______.

PICK 2

Save _______,
save the _____.

PICK 2

In a horrible twist
of fate, the Fairy
Tail wizards are
unable to use
their magic
against _____.

After destroying
another town the
Magic Council
punishes Fairy
Tail by making
them ____.

Open gate of the
_____! _____!

PICK 2

Fire Dragon
_____!

Ever since _____.
The ______ guild
has not been
invited to guild
meetings.

PICK 2

Everyone, get
ready for the next
Fairy Tail event!
The _____
festival!

Silly Nastu, Igneel
was actually
hiding in ___ all
along.



This week’s issue
of Sorcerer
Weekly features
_____ as a sexy
center fold.

The Fairy Tail
wizards have to
stop the terrifying
___ guild from
their twisted plot
of ____.

PICK 2

Why does Lucy
not want her other
team members in
her room?

Instead of a
dragon _____
hatched out of
Natsu and
Lissana’s egg.

What can stop
Erza in her
tracks?

Oh no, the enemy
has powered up
their _____
powers! We’ll have
to use our final
resort the ____
cannon!

PICK 2


